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this is a slop or toss-a-bit-in-a-big-batch-of-silly-not-even-close-to-red-hot-good-stuff. in other words, it's a result of his typical work-for-hire schtick, and of his unawareness of his record sales. just about every other artist on the net have had, or will have,
their entire repertoire (with the occasional "exclusive" track) represented. we already had a few, and now we have this. so let's do it again! (or at least i will, because i'd already done this entire catalog, up until this point.) y'all will see. here is my first

attempt at creating a dl. this is going to be different from the others for sure, as i will be throwing up the average seed size on my seedbox, i will also provide a torrent for a simple html page to verify the seed size, and a html page for the torrent info, as
well as what i think should be the top 20 seeds, all the way down to about a 1500th seed. dan hartman is primarily a guitarist and bass guitarist, but has been a consistent member of the jazz trio the jazz crusaders since its inception in 1958. hartman’s

playing on jazz crusaders' records is raw, funky and influenced heavily by the electric rhythm & blues music of the time, first with ron carter and philly joe jones and more recently with bassists marcus miller and nathan east. sadly, no tracklisting is
available for this jazz crusaders album, but it may well be the album as released on cd. there is no singer on this album, nor are there any more than two other instruments in the recording, meaning it is most likely a one-man band performance, made in

one take.
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happy dreams (written by martin gore and alan wilder, and performed by martin gore) was a
worldwide smash. it was a cover of a pop hit from german duo the real thing, and it was included on
their biggest selling album construction time again. in the us it reached #3 on the billboard top 100
chart. but no song was even more successful than the first single, enjoy the silence, which was not a

cover of anything. instead it was all about the band. it was written by martin gore, and featured
martin gore alone as the only vocalist on the track. it was more layered than any depeche mode

song that has followed. it was the rare album cut that took part in the production of the songs you
saw when you listened to it. it was also the song that i bought so badly that it is still in my collection.

it was the biggest record in the world in 1984. even many people who werent big fans of depeche
mode had heard this song. its timelessness has the ability to stick with you. its id' smells like teen

spirit for the 80s. its more subtle than alot of good pop music. but not subtle enough. its power and
style remain untouchable. such a powerful song was the perfect opening salvo for the masque, one
of the greatest concept albums of all time. it pulled depeche mode into the group the cure. i couldnt
understand what was so great about them. they werent nearly as interesting as the cure. but they

are still on everyone elses lists. the only song off of the cure meets depeche mode that comes close
to the infectious and intoxicating appeal of speak and spells opener is rope, which has great rhythm,
but not a hell of alot else. mostly ballads. but it was new enough that i couldnt hate it. 5ec8ef588b
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